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          Product: PDFNet iOS  9.2.1.79382

How to load the digital signature popup in latest PDFNet versions ?

In PDFNet iOS 9.0.2.77879 , I used a button with code:

toolManager.changeTool( PTDigitalSignatureTool )

to display the digital signature popup. In the more recent PDFnet versions, the popup doesn’t appear anymore and I can’t manage to make it work. How can I load that popup in the new versions (9.2.1.79382) please ?

Here is the popup I want to display.


[image: Capture d’écran . 2022-04-07 à 18.53.48]
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Thanks in advance
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Reduce the Framework Size - Question: PDFNet is a large framework. Will it make my app large as well?
	Adding a certified signature field to a PDF on iOS - About certifying a PDF/A document
	API for digital signatures on iOS
	Add license key

APIs:	PTPDFNet - SetResourcesPath
	PTTool - shouldHandleLinkAnnotation:orLinkInfo:onPageNumber
	PTToolEvents - tool:shouldHandleLinkAnnotation:orLinkInfo:onPageNumber

Forums:	IOS Tools Questions:
	Why can’t I convert large Excel files on iOS, using convertOfficeToPDF?
	Executing embedded JavaScript in PDF on iOS
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          Hello,

Just to let you know that I managed to make it work after struggling quite a bit.

Kind regards,
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          Hello @laurent.biancardini,

I’m afraid we somehow missed your initial messages regarding this issue, sorry about that.

We’re glad you were able to resolve it.

Please let us know if you still had any questions regarding this, or if you have any other questions or issues then please do get in touch with another topic.
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